
2-Way Messaging
Interactive Messaging: Allows for real-time 
communication between businesses and 
customers, facilitating immediate feedback and 
personalized customer service.

Automated Responses: Set up automated 
messages for common inquiries, saving time while 
maintaining engagement with your audience.

Marketing Text 
Subscription Lists: Create and manage lists of 
subscribers who opt-in to receive marketing 
messages, offers, and updates.

Segmentation and Targeting: Tools to segment 
your audience based on preferences, behavior, or 
demographics to tailor messages more effectively.

Contact Wireless delivers streamlined text 
messaging services, perfectly tailored to meet the 
unique needs of various niche markets such as:

Government Spa/Salon
Collections Resorts
Healthcare Retail and E-commerce
Real Estate Clubs
Aviation Team Sports
Automotive Marketing
Childcare	 Staff	Communication

2-WAY TEXTING PRODUCTS

     Translation
    
     Custom Out-of-Office Message
    
         Message Scheduling with editable messages 
         prior to sending
    
         MMS Capability- Go beyond words with
         captivating multimedia messaging    
     
     
     Expanded sending capacity

     End-to-end tracking

     Save contacts by name, account # or other info
     
     Custom drag and drop canned messages and
     tabs
     
     Easily upload contact lists from .csv file
     
     No preset contact spreadsheet format, 
     choose columns to upload
     
     Share contact lists across multiple accounts
     
     Option to restrict access to administrator 
     functions
     
     Customize and set allowable group sizes
     Translation feature
     
      Offline message forwarding to email
      Blur out personal information
     
      Multiple chat window feature
     
      Searchable and exportable message log
     
      Blacklist feature

Mass Text Messaging - API Available

Designed to send text messages to large contact 
lists with individualized message parameters. Bulk 
Text works much like a mail merge in a .CSV (Excel) 
format. Contact lists are uploaded and converted to a 
text format and sent out to clients at a predetermined 
day and time. An auto-reply feature is also available 
for targeted keyword campaigns. All message batch 
sends are logged and tracked.

     Mass Texting: Send out large volumes of texts  
      simultaneously, ideal for promotions, alerts, or 
      broad communications.

     Scheduling: Plan your messages in advance to 
      go out at the most impactful times without 
      manual intervention.

Text Marketing, Promotions, 
or Group Messaging

Group text messaging designed for seamless 
delivery to any group size, from a single recipient 
to 100,000. Notifyall features effortless opt-in/
opt-out, a dedicated 10-digit local phone number, 
and straightforward list management. Ideal for text 
marketing, one-way group messages, or sending 
informational reminders. “One Call to Reach Them 
All.”

Contact Wireless offers a comprehensive range of 
services aimed at enhancing communication and 
marketing efforts through text messaging. Given 
the high open rate of text messages, it’s a powerful 
medium for businesses to reach their audience. Take 
a look at some features you will find:

A PLAN FOR EVERY BUSINESS.
Reach All Your Contacts With Text Messaging

TXTPAGE turns your computer into a text
capable cellular phone. Designed for
anyone who needs to send short
informative text messages to temporary
or permanent contact lists.



advanced analytics and reporting tools to measure 
the effectiveness of your communication and 
marketing campaigns, ensuring you can optimize 
your strategies based on data-driven insights.

AI Chatbots

What is an Artificial Intelligence (AI) Chatbot? 

In the world of Bots there is a wide-range of options 
from a Basic Bot which is a lead generation tool to 
the premium Bot which uses Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) to engage with your customers and learns as 
it does. 

At Contact Wireless we provide AI Chatbots to help 
your customers find answers to as many questions 
as possible without weighing down your call center 
or customer service personnel.

     Build your conversation to meet your 
     business needs
   
     The Intelligent Chatbot will learn from your 
     customer conversations
   
     Connect through an API to provide your
     customers real access to their
     account information
   
     Reduce calls for information and 
     answer questions 24/7/365
   
     Conversations in multiple languages
   
     Natural Language - Integrate with your live
     agents to communicate via phone or Text

For more information and pricing reach us at:
(505) 275-4613 or sales@ContactWireless.com
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Group Text Broadcast Service

TxtAlert is a simple, efficient, effective, and 
affordable group text broadcast service. Each user 
account is assigned an exclusive 10-digit phone 
number (long code). Any text message sent to your 
number can be routed to any combination of cell 
phones, emails, text capable tablets, or alphanu-
meric pagers.

     Unlimited sending and receiving ability 
     Add, remove or change any member of your
     group at any time through a secure web-based      
     interface or by texting a keyword 
     
     Choose to have messages sent to the entire
     group or select specific individuals in a group
     
     Optional canned response to all received 
     messages

TxtLink- Link Driver

Provide information to your customers or guests 
easily through Text Message.  When a customer 
or guest sends your predetermined “keyword” to 
your unique phone number we provide to you, the 
sender is sent an auto-response with specific infor-
mation or a hot-link to a pre-designated website or 
website location.  Smartphone and tablet users can 
click directly on any link to easily access the infor-
mation and have it at thier fingertips for continued 
reference.

API Available

  Integration Flexibility

  Easily integrate Contact
  Wireless’s messaging   
  capabilities with your existing 
  systems or applications for
  seamless operations.

Custom Development

Develop custom solutions tailored to specific needs 
or workflows, leveraging their API for greater control 
and flexibility.

Contact Wireless’s text messaging solutions include
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